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Introduction

Digitising the NL’s collections of interest to scholars and students alike, as well as to a lay public curious about Switzerland in general, makes them more accessible and user-friendly while also improving
the conditions under which they are stored.
The NL has already carried out some digitisation and started other projects as part of its plan to expand its digitised holdings and to integrate them into the library’s ongoing activities, with an eye to
improving the range of services on offer to the public.
Underpinning the present digitisation strategy are
•

the NL’s 2007-2011 strategy and strategic concepts for the period from today until 2015, with their
emphasis on electronic documents;

•

the 2007 survey of the NL’s key user groups.

The strategy takes into account experience gained on digitisation projects in recent years, as well as
the strategies and concepts of other national libraries and cultural institutions such as the British Library, the Bundesarchiv Deutschland, the Bibliothèque et Archives Canada and the French, Austrian,
Norwegian and Icelandic national libraries.
The work of university libraries as part of LIBER also provides helpful experience and know-how.
The NL digitises selectively, by subject or collection specialty. This approach reflects
•

the age of its holdings: the NL’s mission is to collect documents published since the foundation of
the Federal State in 1848, which means that its holdings do not comprise sufficient copyright-free
documents to justify mass digitisation;

•

its desire to satisfy the specific expectations of its users quickly and efficiently.

The present document sets out guidelines for digitisation over the next six years. Our vision is as follows:
In 2015 the Swiss National Library will offer an electronic collection of representative documents in the
fields of Swiss history, Swiss literature and Swiss art and architecture with an eye to facilitating access
to Switzerland’s national cultural legacy and to increase its use. In addition to meeting the demands of
the NL’s users, the selection of documents is also intended to
•

offer researchers added value by enabling them to conduct full-text as well as metadata searches;

•

comply with collection and conservation policy.
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•

•

Our objectives for the next seven years
• Online access to a selection of the NL’s collections, with an eye to increasing use and awareness. The selection includes in particular
•

3 million pages from the Swiss daily press;

•

a selection of periodicals from our areas of specialisation;

•

the 18,000 photo-portraits from our Prints and Drawings Collection;

•

the 1959 prints and pictures of the Gugelmann Collection (Swiss Kleinmeister);

•

four authors’ archives from the collection of the Swiss National Museum;

Access to the content of documents whose fragile condition means that use of the original must be
severely restricted.

Each year, as part of its service-level agreement with the Federal Office of Culture, the NL sets out a
specific digitisation programme.
Projet, version 2

The history of education was chosen for the first theme-based digitisation project; other subjects of
particular relevance to the socio-cultural life of Switzerland have yet to be determined.
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Selection of documents for which digitisation is feasible

In addition to the collections defined above, documents are selected for digitisation based on the following criteria:
•

the condition of a given document and the frequency of its use;

•

the needs of users and potential users of the NL;

•

whether the document is included in a current digitisation programme;

•

national cooperation programmes;

•

collection strengths;

•

the NL’s exhibition and publication programme;

•

international cooperation programmes.

The main objective of digitisation is to facilitate use of the NL’s holdings. For this reason, documents
not under copyright, or for which the requisite rights can be obtained without much difficulty, have priority.
Digitised documents must be able to be put online (copyright); an exception may be made in the case
of documents whose fragile condition requires that they be digitised.
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Guidelines for implementation

4.1

Needs of users

The NL improves its knowledge of the needs of users and potential users with regard to online access
to documents. To this end it takes advantage of the contact it enjoys with its target groups, and analyses the use of its collections and the questions directed to SwissInfoDesk.
The NL establishes statistical tools to track use of digitised collections with an eye to assessing the
relevance of its offerings, and to adapt them as required.
4.2

Collaboration and partnerships

The NL is aware of national and international digitisation programmes and exploits synergies wherever
possible.
It seeks agreements with public and private partners alike so as to share project costs and enable its
users to access documents under copyright.
4.3

Legal aspects

In digitising its collections the NL complies with the law , in particular as regards personality and intellectual property rights. The NL determines its right to do so prior to digitising or uploading any document.
4.4

Compensation for the use of digitised collections

The NL aims to make its digitized collections freely available to the general public at no cost. Should
this prove unfeasible due to legal restrictions, the NL will undertake to provide cost-free access at
least in its public reading rooms.
To the extent that it is permitted under copyright law, users may make a copy of documents available
online for their own private use. Reproductions for commercial use, of which users must bear the cost,
are also subject to the relevant fee in accordance with the NL’s own fee structure.. Users are of course
obliged to respect intellectual property law and third-party personality rights.
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4.5

Access to digitised collections

Digitised collections and those comprising documents whose original is digital are accessible through
Helveticat (metadata) and Access (full-text search). While documents digitised in the course of a partnership may be stored on the relevant partner’s platform, references to such documents are nevertheless to be found in Helveticat (metadata).
Archival collections and Prints and Drawings Collections are accessible through HelveticArchives.
Posters can be accessed via the Swiss Poster Collection database.
In order to facilitate searches, the NL provides references to its digitised collections and links them to
its collections of digital originals and physical collections through cross-references.
4.6

Technical aspects of digitisation

Standards for image cpture and processing are defined for the different types of document held by the
NL. Such standards correspond to internationally recognised best practices and the library’s own requirements.
Image file format is determined according to the sue that will be made of the file for instance, images
for which high-quality reproductions are frequently requested are formatted as JPEG 12, while a lower
resolution is sufficient for images destined for online use.
The precision of the metadata accompanying each digitised document corresponds to that of the entry
for the original document.
4.7

Preservation of digital data and creation of microfilm

Digital data are stored on a low-cost server. This guarantees data security and makes it possible to
migrate data if their format becomes obsolete. Digitised audio, visual and audiovisual documents are
stored on a server for long-term archiving. If necessary, the NL may outsource data storage to a partner.
The creation of microfilm for conservation purposes is decided at the beginning of a project in consultation with specialists. It is recommended for fragile and unwieldy documents. If necessary microfilm
can be used for a second digitisation.
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Practical considerations

5.1

Choice of supplier

The NL selects the appropriate supplier for each digitisation project, taking into account among other
things questions of financing and conservation. Depending on the budget for a given project, it either
issues an invitation to tender or proceeds in accordance with the law for public procurement.
Invitations to tender clearly set out the quality expected.
In the case of partnerships with other institutions, the NL is not necessarily the project leader. . If such
is the case, the NL will participate in the selection of a supplier but is not responsible for the final decision.
5.2

Tenders and project management

Each project must be submitted to the NL Management Committee for approval. Depending on their
scope, projects are managed either in accordance with the Hermes method or by means of a checklist. The head of the User Services updates the digitisation programmes annually and administers the
budget centrally.
All projects are announced on the Digicoord (www.digicoord.ch) information platform.
Each project is a coherent unit and as far as possible covers a complete collection or subset..

Bern, 30 July 2009
Marie-Christine Doffey, Director
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